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Percentage of inhabitants 60 years and older
50-60%

Grondzeiler

Torenmolen

Bergmolen

Petmolen

Paltrok

Schipmolen

Walmolen
Rosmolen
Petmolen

Spinnekop

original elderly inhabitants
group together

Wipmolen
Tjasker

Percentage duration of inhabitance shorter than 2 years
50-60%

Grondzeiler

30-40%

Handmolen

Watermolen

20-30%

Bergmolen
Walmolen

Petmolen

Schipmolen

Schipmolen

30-40%
20-30%

Rosmolen
Spinnekop

immigrants group together

Wipmolen
Tjasker

Average amount of reactions to houses for rent (social)

4 high-rise slabs in turbine configuration
house orientation: south and west
typical block: 80 appartments, 10 floors
60 4-room appartments 95 m2
20 3-room appartments 78 m2
in Walmolen also 2-room appartments 62 m2
ground floor: storage units, waist collector and entrance
2 elevators per slab, 40 houses per elevator
car entrance and car-park in center turbine
direct acces from car-park to slab

parking

10-20%
Rosmolen

romantic park
parking
parking
service

Spinnekop

many short-term inhabitants

Wipmolen

school

recreational park

Amsterdam
81
Amsterdam Noord
54
Molenwijk*
34
*average reaction grade to galery flats of '60-'70 is 41

40-50%

Bovenkruier

Torenmolen

Watermolen

Standerdmolen

Standerdmolen

Paltrok

Torenmolen

Bergmolen

10-20%
Walmolen

40-50%

Handmolen

20-30%

Watermolen

50-60%

Bovenkruier

30-40%

Handmolen

60-70%

Grondzeiler

40-50%

Bovenkruier

Paltrok

Percentage Immigrants per flat

very impopular type of dwelling

community garden

Tjasker

Standerdmolen

Summary: -Vast amount of elderly original inhabitants. they are involved in the Molenwijk. When they move or die this
involvement will disappear;
- Original inhabitants, the short term inhabitants and the immigrants are segregated. Therefore these groups
become isolated from eachother.This creates intolerance for eachothers ways;
-The galery-flat is very impopular. Especially in the Molenwijk.This due to the fact that big apartments are
expensive, the lack of diversity in type, safety issues and lack of specific amenities;
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parking

scale 1:10.000

parking

shops/horeca

sports

Conclusion: The inhabitants of the Molenwijk are losing or either havent any connection with there own
neighbourhood.
source: RIGO 2000
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ensemble scale 1:2.000
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-
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school
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shared program

living

Urban fabric
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parking

+

creche
school

Urban fabric

school
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Urban fabric

school

school
storage

school

P
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healthcenter: doktor, dentist and pharmacy

passages and ground floor apartments
with gardens

romantic park

wood park

postoffice

Urban fabric

P

service

shopping center: supermarket etc...

Shops

houses for elderly people

scale 1:10.000

childeren's farm

Urban fabric
Ij edge

?

school
school

Industrial area

community garden

?

Sports fields

Urban fabric

P

water

shared program

?

?

elderly park

Urban fabric

P
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STRATEGY - CONNECTION
scale 1:10.000

market

P

public garden

PROGRAM

SCHOOL

shops / horeca

parking

scale 1:10.000

Pedestrian and bicycle paths

Road Infrastructure Molenwijk

Park

to Oostzaan
to Twi ske recreational area

housing area
sports-fields
schoo
to Buikslotermeer-center

high direct routes into the P-garages

sports-fields

low quality and removed green
shops

sports-fields

Facilities for children

dike-route to rest of
Amsterdam North

tuindorp
Oostzaan

Parking

Ananas plein
Meteorenweg
to IJ-ferry at Central Station and city center

4 high-rise slabs in turbine configuration
house orientation: south and west
typical block: 80 appartments, 10 floors
60 4-room appartments 95 m2
20 3-room appartments 78 m2
in Walmolen also 2-room appartments 62 m2
ground floor: storage units, waist collector and entrance
2 elevators per slab, 40 houses per elevator
car entrance and car-park in center turbine
direct acces from car-park to slab

SHOPPING

little connections to neighbourhoods

SPORTS
low-key, unkept and run-down facilities

run-down and dangerous

Summary: - People move directly from the motorway, via the parking garages, directly to their homes.There's no
connection with the ground surface;
- Lack of access into the Molenwijk/park from the surrounding neighbourhoods;
- Dangerous parking space and unkempt parking garages, with no social controle;
- A park that isn't really a park, with bad quality green, of which much has been removed for social control;
- Low-key amenities and facilities.
Conclusion: The Molenwijk flats and the ground surface have lost the connection they were intended to have in the
original design.Therefore Molenwijk is not only isolated from Amsterdam, but also within it's own components.
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ANALYSIS / PROBLEM

STRATEGY - DIFFERENTIATION

P6 MOLENWIJK - BRUCE KEE

